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3B - Samanta for brilliant explanations in Maths when learning about
equivalent fractions. Hayden for such confident speaking in front of the class
during talk assembly about public speaking.
3P - Chester for producing an excellent poster. Sofija for being an excellent
role model.
3HL - Evie for setting a fantastic example to others with her hardworking
nature and also for being a very patient partner to others when
needed. Praise and Hannah for their wonderful weaving in this week’s art
lesson with Mrs Lockwood.
3K - Sophie for showing resilience in her learning and growing in confidence,
particularly in Maths. Esme for making positive changes to her behaviour.

Top scoring…

Top scoring individuals…

4H 208 million

Riley 4H

3S 78 million
Mohammed 3K

6P 34 million
Dylan 4H

Most active classes this week: 3B, 4H, 5W,
6T

Pupils who have collected the most coins
are:
Jayden 3HL (151,598)
Alfie 4G (1,057,103)
Milly 5M (779,198)
Anand 6RL (1,443,042)

4G - Noah, Ava, Kaci and Aston for excellent team work in
squash this week.
4H - Kany and Tyler for always showing excellent learning
behaviours. They both listen and are ready to learn. Kany
and Tyler both consistently put their hand up to share their
fantastic ideas. Well done!
4L - Ava for good contributions in Creative Curriculum and
Phoebe for great squash skills.
4S – Morgan is excelling in every area - WELL DONE

Accelerated Reader Millionaires! These 12 children have read
1 million words or hit the next million. They have all received a
special certificate.
The final word count for the year will take place at the end
of Monday 12th July and prizes will be awarded. Will you
be able to hit the next million by then?
Charlie (4G) 4,344,190

Alfie (5M) 1,127,202

Elyza (4G) 1,157,492

Dalia (5M) 1,119,259

Lucas (4H) 2,087,329

Isabelle (5W) 1,037,111

Phoebe (4L) 2,028,706

Feng (6R) 1,143,301

Eliza (4L) 2,012,754

Charlie (6T) 1,087,402

Daniel (5M) 2,212,778

Eliza (6P) 8,291,485

5J Romario, Beth, Oscar and Mihai for great writing inspired by a picture of a
derelict stadium in which they used their imagination and a lot of their own
unique ideas
5W - The whole class for their excellent energy and enthusiasm on Wednesday
while performing their dance sequences. It was an incredibly hot day but all of
the children worked extremely hard! They should be very proud of themselves!
5M - Harry, Jenson, Muhamad, Alfie, Aland, Mia, Kiran and Amelia for their
super speedy footwork in through the Stepper and over the speed bounce in
athletics.

6P - Amelia for her fantastic writing this week. She created tension and
suspense with ease. Miss Prior was completely hooked whilst reading it.
Jude for his outstanding effort in rounders this week. He was great at both
batting and fielding.
6R - Danni, Harley, Kiara and Ema have worked excellently this week when
completing their models of a Longhouse and Naah. Also, Mia, Bryanni, Leon
and Lois for creating some brilliant pie charts during our Creative Curriculum
lesson after we had completed our chocolate truffle market research. Truffle
making next week!
6T - Logan for incredible work in maths the last 2 weeks. Miss Taylor has been
blown away by his understanding of converting measures and he is continuing
the super star behaviour as they move on to ratio! Well done!
6RL - Riley, Sky, Kenzie K, Kaci and Anand for their fabulous work in algebra this
week.

Dylan in 4H, Alfie, Heera, Nathaniel, Brooklynn and Morgan in 4L
and Tobias in 5J

Year 3 - Esme and Mohammed for sharing some of their own personal
experiences and answering the tricky questions 3K had when we did our Ramadan
talk assembly.
Year 6 - Marcel focus fantastically well and contributed is class discussions so
maturely during our RE morning learning about Islam this week. We were all so so
impressed! Great work Marcel.
Muna in 6P for teaching the class all about Islam in our RE morning this week. She
answered everyone's questions and also taught the class some words in Arabic.
In 6R, Jake has asked some very mature questions when discussing Islam during
our R.E sessions. Dene has been a superstar by inspiring others with her
knowledge about Islam. She made excellent contributions during this week’s
session and supported others in their learning.

Cavell
129

Nelson
96

Britten
71

Wolsey
105

